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Abstract. In the numerical solution of initial value ordinary differential equations, to what
extent does local error control confer global properties? This work concentrates on global steady
states or fixed points. It is shown that, for systems of equations, spurious fixed points generally cease
to exist when local error control is used. For scalar problems, on the other hand, locally adaptive
algorithms generally avoid spurious fixed points by an indirect method—the stepsize selection process
causes spurious fixed points to be unstable. However, problem classes exist where, for arbitrarily
small tolerances, stable spurious fixed points persist with significant basins of attraction. A technique
is derived for generating such examples.
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1. Introduction. Numerical analysts approximate continuous flows by discrete
maps. When the approximations are computed over long time intervals, it is known [8]
that the discrete map can converge to a spurious steady state—a solution that is
unrelated to the continuous problem. Such a state of affairs is clearly best avoided,
and a great deal of attention has been paid recently to this phenomenon.

Several authors have considered the case of autonomous, initial value, ordinary
differential equations (ODEs):

y′(t) = f(y(t)), t > 0, y(0) = y0 ∈ Rm.(1.1)

Applying an s-stage explicit Runge–Kutta (ERK) formula with constant stepsize h
to this problem produces approximations yn ≈ y(tn), with tn = nh, satisfying

yn+1 = yn + h
s∑
i=1

biki,(1.2)

where
k1 = f(yn),

ki = f

yn + h
i−1∑
j=1

aijkj

 , 2 ≤ i ≤ s.

Here the coefficients {bi, aij} define a particular formula. The relation (1.2) can be
regarded as a one-step map

yn+1 = yn + hΦ(h, yn),(1.3)

where the increment function Φ depends on f . If Φ(h∗, y∗) = 0 but f(y∗) 6= 0, then y∗

is a spurious fixed point (of period one) for the fixed stepsize h = h∗.
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If a spurious fixed point is linearly stable, then, for a certain range of initial
values y0, the numerical solution will be attracted to this spurious value. Many
examples of such spurious behavior have been constructed [2, 7, 8, 9, 15], and it has
been found that “spuriosity” can occur even when the stepsize is chosen to satisfy the
constraints imposed by absolute stability analysis. Related work by Hairer, Iserles,
and Sanz-Serna [3] also looked at the Runge–Kutta process’s propensity for spurious
behavior. In particular, these authors showed that any ERK formula other than
forward Euler can produce a spurious fixed point.

Although this potential for spurious solutions is worrying, it should be noted that
computing the residual, f(y∗), gives a simple a posteriori check on the validity of a
constant steady state. Further, Humphries [7] has shown that, under mild assumptions
about f , any spurious fixed point that exists for arbitrarily small stepsizes must
become unbounded as h→ 0. Hence, repeating the integration with a smaller stepsize
will ultimately make spurious behavior apparent.

The work mentioned above deals with the behavior of constant stepsize algorithms
and is relevant to many applications in science and engineering—particularly in the
solution of semidiscretized, nonlinear, partial differential equations. However as sev-
eral authors, including Sanz-Serna [12], have noted, standard software for ODEs does
not use constant stepsizes. Instead, the stepsize hn = tn+1 − tn is varied according
to a local error criterion. In the case of ERK methods the main formula (1.2) with
h = hn is coupled with a secondary formula to give

ŷn+1 = yn + hn

s∑
i=1

b̂iki.(1.4)

Here ŷn+1 is the result of a different ERK formula applied at yn. (The order of the
secondary formula may be higher or lower than that of the main formula.) We may
write (1.4) in a manner analogous to (1.3):

ŷn+1 = yn + hnΨ(hn, yn).(1.5)

An error estimate for the step is given by either

estn+1 = || yn+1 − ŷn+1 ||(1.6)

or

estn+1 = || yn+1 − ŷn+1 ||/hn.(1.7)

The error estimate (1.6) is referred to as an error-per-step (EPS) estimate, while (1.7)
is called an error-per-unit-step (EPUS) estimate.

The error estimate is used for two purposes—error control and stepsize selection,
and almost all software employs the same basic strategy. If the error estimate satisfies
the criterion estn+1 ≤ τ , where τ is a user-supplied tolerance parameter, then the step
is accepted. Otherwise the step is rejected and recomputed with a smaller stepsize
(until the condition estn+1 ≤ τ becomes true). The usual formula for the next stepsize
is

hn+1 = θ hn

(
τ

estn+1

)1/q

.(1.8)

Here q is an integer that is determined from the Runge–Kutta formulas. (It is the
largest integer such that estn+1 = O(hqn).) The constant safety factor θ ∈ (0, 1) is
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included in an attempt to avoid rejecting too many steps. Values of θ between 0.8
and 0.9 are typical. The formula (1.8) can be justified by an asymptotic (small h)
expansion, and it can be argued that hn+1 offers a compromise between efficiency
(choosing a large stepsize) and accuracy (satisfying the error criterion). If a step is
rejected, then (1.8) can be used to determine a stepsize with which to repeat the step.
Other techniques are also used in practice, but the precise details of stepsize changing
after a rejection are not important for our analysis.

The main question that we address in this work is whether error control algo-
rithms of the type described above will automatically suppress spuriosity. It must
be emphasized that such error control is motivated by local quantities and hn → 0
expansions. In this work we are concerned with long-term behavior and global quan-
tities. Here, the limit tn → ∞ is more relevant than the limit hn → 0. Although
there seems to be a widely held belief that “error control suppresses spuriosity” (see,
for example, [12]), to date this has not been rigorously established for general ERK
methods and problems.

We mention that recent work by Stuart and Humphries [14] and Higham and
Stuart [6] shows that local error control offers benefits for long-term computations
with certain problems and methods. Our approach differs in that we concentrate
solely on fixed points but consider general ERK methods on general ODEs.

In the next section, we look at the existence of spurious fixed points in a variable
stepsize setting. We show that such points arise whenever the individual spurious
fixed point branches for the two formulas intersect. This corresponds to the intersec-
tion of two curves in Rm+1. For scalar problems (m = 1) this scenario is not unlikely,
and hence spuriosity cannot be ruled out. For m > 1, however, spurious fixed points
are highly unlikely. Section 3 examines the stability of spurious fixed points in the
scalar case. We show that, in general, instability is inevitable for small tolerances—so
spurious fixed points are unlikely to be seen in practice. We also provide numerical
evidence that even when a spurious fixed point is stable, it is likely to have a basin of
attraction that shrinks with τ . Sections 4 and 5 illustrate a technique for construct-
ing “genuinely spurious” fixed points; that is, spurious fixed points that are stable
and have a significant basin of attraction for small τ . Although such examples are
extremely contrived, they illustrate the worst-case behavior of standard error control
schemes. Finally, in section 6, we summarize our conclusions.

2. Existence of spurious fixed points.

2.1. The scalar case. Throughout this work f in (1.1) is assumed to be C1. In
this subsection we assume that the ODE (1.1) is scalar (m = 1). The norm in (1.6)
or (1.7) is taken to be the absolute value. This simplifies the analysis without affecting
our main conclusions. Ignoring step rejections, the one-step recurrence given by (1.3)
and (1.8) can then be written in the form

yn+1 = yn + hnΦ(hn, yn),(2.1)

hn+1 = hn

(
τ̂n

hn|Φ(hn, yn)−Ψ(hn, yn)|

)1/q

,(2.2)

where τ̂n = θqτ (independent of n) for EPS control and τ̂n = θqτhn for EPUS control.
A fixed point of this recurrence, that is, a solution where both hn and yn are

constant, must satisfy

Φ(h∗, y∗) = 0,(2.3)
|Ψ(h∗, y∗)| = τ̂∗/h∗,(2.4)
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where τ̂∗ = θqτ or τ̂∗ = θqτh∗ for EPS and EPUS control, respectively. The condi-
tion (2.3) forces (h∗, y∗) to be a (constant stepsize) fixed point of the main formula.
The second condition (2.4), which ensures that the stepsize remains constant on each
step, forces (h∗, y∗) to be within O(τ) of a fixed point of the secondary formula. (Note
that with such a solution the error criterion estn+1 ≤ τ is satisfied, as required.)

Now consider the two ERK formulas separately. They may have branches of
fixed points; that is, points (h, y) satisfying Φ(h, y) = 0 and Ψ(h, y) = 0, respectively.
These branches may intersect at some point (h̄, ȳ). If so, then (by continuity) for
small τ , moving away from (h̄, ȳ) along the main branch Φ(h, y) = 0 will generally
perturb |Ψ(h, y)| away from zero until (2.4) becomes satisfied. In general, we can
move along the main branch in either of two directions. So, for a given small τ , we
would expect there to exist two fixed points close to each intersection point.

How likely is it that two different ERK formulas will have spurious fixed point
branches that intersect? In the case where f(y) is a polynomial of degree d, it is
mentioned in [2] (and can be easily seen from (1.2) and (1.3)) that, for an s-stage
ERK formula, the fixed points are precisely the real roots of a polynomial of degree ds.
Hence, a formula is likely to have many branches of spurious fixed points and the
potential for a spurious fixed point to be shared between two formulas seems high. The
reference [2] plots bifurcation diagrams for several low-order ERK formulas applied
to quadratic and cubic polynomials. Even in these cases, where s and d are small,
by superimposing the figures it can be seen that fixed point branches intersect for
many pairs of formulas. We have also conducted numerical experiments with several
widely used formulas and polynomial-like functions. Our results support the tenet
that simultaneous spurious fixed points are not rare in one dimension.

As an example we consider a fourth- and fifth-order pair derived by Fehlberg
which are referred to as RKF45 by Lambert [10, p. 185]. This pair has been used in
many programs, including the influential RKF [13] and MATLAB’s ode45.m [11]. We
apply the pair to the logistic problem y′(t) = y(t)(1 − y(t)). Figure 2.1 shows the
results of a simple grid search for spurious fixed points of the individual formulas. The
symbols ‘·’ and ‘+’ are used for the fourth- and fifth-order formulas, respectively. The
left-hand plot highlights the abundance of spurious fixed points for the two methods,
with some fixed point branches lying in close proximity. A more detailed search on
the domain (h, y) ∈ [2.7, 2.8]× [1.033, 1.042] reveals that the fixed point curves of the
fourth- and fifth-order formulas intersect in this region and that the pair possesses a
common spurious fixed point in the vicinity of (h, y) = (2.76, 1.037). We point out
that this stepsize lies below the stability limit that arises (for either formula) from
linearization about the true, stable, fixed point y(t) ≡ 1.

2.2. The system case. We consider now the case where m > 1 in (1.1). Our
first observation is that a spurious fixed point for a scalar problem can be extended
to a spurious fixed point for a system. For example, assuming for convenience that
a p-norm is used to obtain estn+1 if (h∗, y∗1) is a spurious fixed point for the scalar
problem y′(t) = f1(y(t)) and if f2(y∗2) = 0, then (h∗, [y∗1 , y

∗
2 ]T ) is a spurious fixed

point for the system

y′1(t) = f1(y1(t)) + (y2(t)− y∗2)2,

y′2(t) = f2(y2(t)).

This idea can clearly be extended to higher dimensions, but it forces an extremely con-
trived type of coupling between components. We believe that for “genuine” systems
of ODEs the existence of a spurious fixed point for small τ is highly unlikely.
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FIG. 2.1. Spurious fixed points of fourth- and fifth-order Fehlberg method on logistic equation.

When (1.1) is a system of ODEs the equations (2.3)–(2.4) for a fixed point of the
adaptive algorithm become

Φ(h∗, y∗) = 0,(2.5)
‖Ψ(h∗, y∗)‖ = τ̂∗/h∗,(2.6)

with Φ,Ψ : R × Rm 7→ Rm. Now suppose that for all sufficiently small τ a spurious
fixed point (h∗, y∗) exists, depending continuously on τ (with h∗ → h̄ 6= 0, y∗ → ȳ
(finite) as τ → 0). Then, by continuity, (h̄, ȳ) must solve

Φ(h, y) = 0,(2.7)
Ψ(h, y) = 0.(2.8)

The constraints (2.7)–(2.8) form 2m nonlinear equations in the m+ 1 unknowns and
hence are overdetermined for m > 1. From a geometric point of view, generically,
equations (2.7) and (2.8) each represent curves in Rm+1, which also suggests that, ex-
cept for pathological cases, there is little chance of a solution to (2.7)–(2.8). Suppose,
for example, that (h̄, ȳ) solves (2.7). Then, if Φy is nonsingular at (h̄, ȳ), the implicit
function theorem shows that there exist ha and hb such that for any ha < h < hb there
is a y = y(h) for which Φ(h, y(h)) = 0 (and, of course, y(h̄) = ȳ). Now, by reducing
the length of the interval (ha, hb) if necessary, we can ensure that the Jacobian Φy is
nonsingular at (h, y(h)) for each ha < h < hb. Hence, by the inverse function theorem
if we regard h as fixed then the system

F (y) = Φ(h, y) = 0
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has a locally unique solution at y(h). Overall we see that if Φy(h̄, ȳ) is nonsingular,
there is a one-parameter family of solutions to (2.7) around (h̄, ȳ). In particular, this
condition holds when the stepsize is “stable” (in the sense that (h̄, ȳ) is a linearly
asymptotically stable fixed point of the constant stepsize map (1.3)). This follows
because

<{1 + h̄λ} < 0 ⇒ <{λ} < −1/h̄ < 0 ⇒ λ 6= 0

for each eigenvalue λ of Φy(h̄, ȳ).

2.3. True fixed points. Although this work is concerned with spuriosity, we
feel that it is worthwhile to mention briefly the behavior of adaptive schemes around
true fixed points. If y∗ is a true fixed point of (1.1) then f(y∗) = 0, and it follows that
Φ(h∗, y∗) = Ψ(h∗, y∗) = 0 for any h∗. Hence, with yn = y∗, we find estn+1 = 0 in (1.6)
or (1.7). A zero error estimate is an “exception” that can be treated in various ways,
but most programs would abandon the standard stepsize formula (1.8) and, over a
sequence of steps, would increase the stepsize to some ceiling hmax, so that (hmax, y

∗)
gave a fixed point. However, in practice, a code is unlikely to find y∗ exactly. It is
more realistic to assume that yn approximates the fixed point and to consider the
linearized problem. This scenario has been analyzed, from a different viewpoint, by
Hall [4]. In the scalar case, linearizing about a stable (true) fixed point y∗ produces
the linear ODE

y′(t) = λy(t) with λ = fy(y∗) < 0,(2.9)

which has the unique, stable, fixed point y(t) ≡ 0. Hall showed that an adaptive
ERK method will always admit a period one or two solution that is within O(τ) of
this true fixed point. Further, a simple algebraic condition on the ERK coefficients
determines the stability of the discrete solution. Recall that τ quantifies the level of
accuracy required by the user. It can thus be regarded as acceptable for the algorithm
to compute a fixed point that is within O(τ) of y∗. Analogous results for systems of
ODEs can be found in [5].

3. Stability of spurious fixed points. We now return to the scalar case (m =
1). The linear stability of the fixed point in (2.3)–(2.4) is determined by the spectral
radius of the Jacobian of the map at (h∗, y∗). The following lemma exhibits the
Jacobian.

LEMMA 3.1. For m = 1, the Jacobian of the map (2.1)–(2.2) at a fixed point
(h∗, y∗) satisfying (2.3)–(2.4) has the form[

1 + h∗Φy(h∗, y∗) h∗Φh(h∗, y∗)
−h∗2
qτ̂∗ Γy(h∗, y∗) 1− 1

q −
h∗2

qτ̂∗Γh(h∗, y∗)

]
and

[
1 + h∗Φy(h∗, y∗) h∗Φh(h∗, y∗)
−h∗2
qτ̂∗ Γy(h∗, y∗) 1− h∗2

qτ̂∗Γh(h∗, y∗)

]
for EPS and EPUS control, respectively. Here Γ=s∗(Φ−Ψ), where s∗=−signΨ(h∗, y∗).

Proof. The result can be found by direct calculation; see [1] for details.
We are interested in spurious fixed points that persist for arbitrarily small τ ; that

is, where the fixed point converges to a limiting case (h̄, ȳ) at τ = 0. The work of
Humphries [7] makes it reasonable to assume that h̄ 6= 0. (Since, for smooth f , a
spurious fixed point that persists as h→ 0 must become unbounded.) The following
theorem deals with this scenario, showing that in general a fixed point cannot remain
stable as τ → 0.
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THEOREM 3.1. For m = 1, suppose that a fixed point (h∗, y∗) satisfying (2.3)–
(2.4) exists for all sufficiently small τ , and suppose that h∗ and y∗ depend continuously
on τ with

h∗ → h̄ 6= 0, y∗ → ȳ (finite) as τ → 0.(3.1)

Then in order for (h∗, y∗) to be linearly stable for small τ it is necessary that either

Ψh(h̄, ȳ) = Φh(h̄, ȳ) and Ψy(h̄, ȳ) = Φy(h̄, ȳ)(3.2)

or

Ψh(h̄, ȳ) = Φh(h̄, ȳ) = 0.(3.3)

Proof. Consider the EPS case. Linear stability requires the spectral radius of the
2×2 Jacobian, JEPS, to be bounded by one. Using the Routh–Hurwitz condition [10,
p. 14] this may be written

det(JEPS) ≤ 1(3.4)

and

|trace(JEPS)| ≤ 1 + det(JEPS).(3.5)

Using (3.4) in (3.5), necessary conditions for stability are

det(JEPS) ≤ 1(3.6)

and

|trace(JEPS)| ≤ 2.(3.7)

From Lemma 3.1 these conditions are

(1 + h∗Φy(h∗, y∗))
(

1− 1/q − h∗2s∗{Ψh(h∗, y∗)− Φh(h∗, y∗)}
qτ̂∗

)
+
h∗2

qτ̂∗
s∗{Ψy(h∗, y∗)− Φy(h∗, y∗)}h∗Φh(h∗, y∗) ≤ 1,(3.8) ∣∣∣∣2− 1/q + h∗Φy(h∗, y∗)− h∗2s∗{Ψh(h∗, y∗)− Φh(h∗, y∗)}

qτ̂∗

∣∣∣∣ ≤ 2.(3.9)

Consider (3.9) under our assumptions (3.1), as τ → 0. This condition cannot
hold unless

Ψh(h∗, y∗)− Φh(h∗, y∗) = O(τ).(3.10)

(Otherwise, precisely one term on the left-hand side of (3.9) is unbounded as τ → 0.)
Using this in (3.8) it follows that we must have

(Ψy(h∗, y∗)− Φy(h∗, y∗)) Φh(h∗, y∗) = O(τ).(3.11)

Combining (3.10) and (3.11) as τ → 0 gives the result.
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FIG. 3.1. Fixed points and spectral radii for the RKF45 method applied to the logistic equation.

A similar proof covers the EPUS case.
Note that (3.2) implies that

Φh(h̄, ȳ)
Φy(h̄, ȳ)

=
Ψh(h̄, ȳ)
Ψy(h̄, ȳ)

.(3.12)

Further, if Φy(h̄, ȳ) 6= 0 6= Ψy(h̄, ȳ) then (3.3) also implies (3.12). The condition (3.12)
has a geometrical interpretation—it forces the two branches of fixed points for the
corresponding fixed stepsize methods to intersect tangentially. This is, of course, a
highly pathological type of intersection that is extremely unlikely to arise.

Note also that (3.2) implies that if we expand Ψ− Φ about (h̄, ȳ) then the first
nonzero terms have order 2 in h∗ − h̄ and y∗ − ȳ. Hence the difference Ψ − Φ is flat
in the sense that the gradient is zero at (h̄, ȳ). In later sections, where we construct
stable spurious fixed points, we will force the ultimate flatness by using piecewise
constant functions—all terms in the expansion will be zero.

In the previous section we saw that the formulas in the RKF45 pair share a
common spurious fixed point on the logistic equation. Hence, an error-controlled
algorithm will admit spurious fixed points for small τ . For illustration, we consider
the nonextrapolation mode (the fourth-order formula advances the solution) with
error-per-step control and a safety factor of θ = 0.8. The left-hand plot of Figure 3.1
gives the stepsize at a spurious fixed point against τ . We see that, for each small τ ,
two spurious fixed points exist, one on either side of the point h̄, where the intersection
in Figure 2.1 appears. Further, as τ → 0, the stepsizes tend to h̄. This agrees with the
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FIG. 3.2. Spurious fixed points of second(.)- and third(+)-order formula on logistic equation
with constant stepsize.

theory discussed in the previous section. In the right-hand plot, the spectral radius
of the corresponding Jacobian is given. We see that in all cases the fixed point is
unstable and the spectral radius increases like 1/τ as τ → 0. This is consistent with
the presence of the 1/τ terms in the expression for the Jacobian in Lemma 3.1.

It is important to emphasize that Theorem 3.1 applies when τ → 0; it is possible
for a method to have a stable spurious fixed point for some fixed value of τ . We illus-
trate this with the second- and third-order pair used in MATLAB’s ode23.m routine.
(The coefficients of this pair are given at the start of section 5, along with a proof
that a fixed point cannot remain spurious as τ → 0.) Figure 3.2 shows the spurious
fixed points of the two formulas in constant stepsize mode on the logistic equation.
The right-hand picture zooms in on a particular region for the third-order formula.
Taking each formula in turn, a fixed point of the corresponding error-controlled algo-
rithm can be constructed by choosing τ so that (2.4) holds; in other words, we fix the
tolerance so that the stepsize formula reproduces the required stepsize. Figures 3.3
and 3.4 illustrate this approach in the case of nonextrapolation and extrapolation,
respectively. The left-hand pictures show the resulting tolerances and the right-hand
pictures give the spectral radius of the Jacobian of the map. The symbol “+” marks
fixed points that are stable. For the second-order formula, Figure 3.3 shows that
stable fixed points exist, but only in a region where y∗ approaches the true fixed
point. With the third-order formula, however, it can be seen that genuinely spurious,
stable, fixed points exist (along the branch highlighted in the right-hand picture of
Figure 3.2). The corresponding value of τ is approximately 2.
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FIG. 3.3. Fixed points and spectral radii for the 2(3) method applied to the logistic equation.

4. Examples of stable spuriosity. Our aim in this section is to construct
examples where stable, spurious, fixed points exist for small τ . This motivates the
general analysis in section 5. In both sections we restrict attention to scalar problems
(m = 1) but, as discussed in section 2.2, examples where m > 1 can be built up from
the m = 1 case.

4.1. A polynomial example. The ERK pair we choose comprises the second-
order improved Euler method and another two-stage method which is first order.
Here, the increment functions (1.3) and (1.5) are

Φ(h, y) =
1
2

(f(y) + f(y + hf(y))),

Ψ(h, y) =
1
3

(
f(y) + 2f

(
y +

3
5
hf(y)

))
.

We remark that in contrast to usual error control algorithms, which normally use
embedded formulas, our example has distinct stage values for the primary and sec-
ondary methods. This is purely a matter of convenience—we show later that the use
of embedded ERK formulas does not prevent stable spuriosity. We assume that EPS
control (1.6) is used, with θ = 0.9, in the stepsize selection formula (1.8).

We introduce the notation x = y+hf(y), z = y+3hf(y)/5 to denote the primary
and secondary stage values. Then, from (2.3)–(2.4), a fixed point of the Runge–Kutta
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FIG. 3.4. Fixed points and spectral radii for the 3(2) method applied to the logistic equation.

pair satisfies

Φ(h∗, y∗) =
1
2

(f(y∗) + f(x∗)) = 0,(4.1)

h∗|Ψ(h∗, y∗)| = 1
3
h∗|f(y∗) + 2f(z∗)| = θqτ = τ̂∗.(4.2)

Now, let ε = τ̂∗/h∗ and suppose Ψ(h∗, y∗) < 0. If we make the normalization
f(y∗) = −1, which ensures that y∗ is genuinely spurious, then the conditions to be
satisfied are

x∗ = y∗ − h∗, z∗ = y∗ − 3
5
h∗, f(x∗) = 1, and f(z∗) =

1
2

(1− 3ε).

Any function in (1.1) satisfying these criteria will necessarily give a spurious fixed
point at (h∗, y∗). We note that the location of (h∗, y∗) has not yet been fixed.

Thus far we have ignored the stability of the spurious fixed point. We illustrated
in section 3 how the stability depends upon the partial derivatives of the increment
functions. If we ensure that Φh = 0 and Ψh = 0 at the fixed point then the terms
in the Jacobian depending upon 1/τ do not contribute to the spectral radius and the
fixed point may be stable for small τ . Therefore, we ask for f to have its turning
points coincident with the stage values of the method. Construction of such a function
is trivial.
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FIG. 4.1. Graph of polynomial (4.3).
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FIG. 4.2. Basin of attraction for the spurious equilibrium point of polynomial (4.3).

For example, locating the spurious fixed point at (h∗, y∗) = (2, 5/2) and taking
the function parameter ε = 4/10000 yields the interpolating polynomial

f(y) = −186079
98304

+
777335
49152

y − 376763
12288

y2 +
158407
6144

y3 − 60475
6144

y4 +
4235
3072

y5,(4.3)

where the stage and function values are

x∗ =
1
2
, z∗ =

13
10
, f(x∗) = 1, and f(z∗) =

2497
5000

=
1
2

(
1− 3

4
10000

)
;

see Figure 4.1. Note the presence of a true, stable, fixed point close to y = 2.
The spurious fixed point constructed by this process is linearly stable. However,

its basin of attraction is very small—perturbations of O(τ) lead to attraction to the
true fixed point. Figure 4.2 shows the results of taking 100 steps on the domain
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FIG. 4.3. The example function with µ = 0.05 and ε = 0.0004.

of initial data (h0, y0) ∈ [1.999, 2.001] × [2.499, 2.501] with the error tolerance τ =
0.0009877. The lower pictures are contour plots, with the contour heights chosen at
regular intervals between the extreme values. It is clear that (h∗, y∗) has a tiny basin
of attraction.

We have conducted other numerical experiments with similar results. Our experi-
ence suggests that, with polynomial-like functions f , even when a spurious fixed point
is stable its basin of attraction is small and typically shrinks with τ . This is caused
by the presence of the 1/τ terms in the Jacobian (see Lemma 3.1). It is possible to
force the appropriate elements in the Jacobian to be zero at (h∗, y∗), but away from
this point the elements typically increase rapidly. Hence, the Jacobian is likely to be
“repelling” except in a very small neighborhood of (h∗, y∗).

The significant feature determining the size of the basin of attraction is the func-
tion curvature at the spurious fixed point and stage values. If the curvature is large
then small perturbations of the data may lead to the occurrence of large terms in
the Jacobian and instability. To ensure a significant basin of attraction, we turn our
attention to a locally piecewise constant function.

4.2. Genuine spuriosity. Consider the continuous function

f(y) =



1 : y ∈ (−∞, y1] ,
(y − 1− µ)m : y ∈ [y1, y2] ,
−mµ : y ∈ [y2, y3] ,

(y − 2)m : y ∈ [y3, y4] ,
−1 : y ∈ [y4,∞) ,

(4.4)

where the parameters µ and ε = τ̂∗/h∗ satisfy 0 < µ ≤ 1, 0 < ε < 1/3; the gradient of
the sloping line segments is defined as m = − 1

2µ (1− 3ε) and the intervals are chosen
so that y1 = 1 + µ+ 1/m, y2 = 1, y3 = 2− µ, and y4 = 2− 1/m. With our choice of
parameters the initial value problem (1.1) possesses a unique stable true fixed point
at y = 2; see Figure 4.3. Given any initial condition, y(t) will converge to this true
fixed point as t→∞.

Conditions (2.3)–(2.4) show that a fixed point of the Runge–Kutta pair must be
a fixed point of the primary method and must, to within a small perturbation, be a
fixed point of the secondary method. We proceed by considering the fixed points of
the primary and perturbed secondary methods in turn.
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FIG. 4.5. Fixed points for the perturbed secondary method.

Straightforward analysis shows that fixed points of the primary method (4.1) exist
as follows: 

y∗ ∈ (−∞, y1], x∗ ∈ [y4,∞), h∗ = [y4 − y∗,∞),
y∗ ∈ [y1, y2], x∗ ∈ [2 + µ, y4], h∗ = (3+µ−2y∗)

(y∗−1−µ)m ,

y∗ ∈ [y2, y3], x∗ ∈ [y3, y4], h∗ = (y∗−2−µ)
mµ ,

y∗ = 2, x∗ = 2 ∀h∗,
y∗ ∈ [y3, 2 + µ], x∗ ∈ [y3, 2 + µ], h∗ = −2/m,
y∗ ∈ [2 + µ, y4], x∗ ∈ [y1, y2], h∗ = (3+µ−2y∗)

(y∗−2)m ,

y∗ ∈ [y4,∞), x∗ ∈ (−∞, y1], h∗ ∈ [y∗ − 1,∞).

Once the error tolerance is specified, the fixed stepsize for the solution is defined
as h∗ = τ̂∗/ε. For the choice µ = 0.05, ε = 0.0004, Figure 4.4 shows the large regions
where the primary increment function is zero.

Similarly the fixed points of the secondary method must satisfy (2.4), which leads
to

y∗ ∈ (−∞, y1], z∗ ∈ [y3, y4], h∗ = 5
3 (2− y∗ − µ− 1/m),

y∗ ∈ [y1, y2], z∗ ∈ [y1, y2], h∗ = 5
6(y∗−1−µ)m (−3y∗ + 3 + µ− 1/m),

y∗ ∈ [y1, y2], z∗ ∈ [y3, y4], h∗ = 5
6(y∗−1−µ)m (−3y∗ + 5− µ− 1/m),

y∗ ∈ [y2, y3], z∗ ∈ [y3, y4], h∗ = 5
6mµ (2y∗ − 4 + µ+ 1/m),

y∗ ∈ [y3, 2) ∪ (2, y4], z∗ ∈ [y3, 2) ∪ (2, y4], h∗ = 5
6(y∗−2)m (−3y∗ + 6− 2µ− 1/m),

y∗ ∈ [y4,∞), z∗ ∈ [y2, y3], h∗ ∈ [ 5
3 (y∗ − y3), 5

3 (y∗ − y2)];

see Figure 4.5.
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FIG. 4.6. Basin of attraction for the spurious equilibrium point of equation (4.4).

It is worthy of note that the fixed point diagrams in Figures 4.4 and 4.5 contain
two-dimensional regions in addition to the one-dimensional branches that are usually
seen. This is because f is locally piecewise constant. Any point (h∗, y∗) that appears
in both figures is a fixed point of the corresponding error-controlled method with
τ = h∗ε.

Since the two figures generally intersect in regions (rather than at isolated points)
it is clear that, for a particular h∗, there is generally an interval [ymin, ymax] for
which (h∗, y∗) is a fixed point. Hence, perturbing y∗ so that it remains in this interval
still gives a fixed point with stepsize h∗. The locally piecewise constant nature of f
can then be used to show that given y∗ ∈ [ymin, ymax] there is an interval [hmin, hmax]
such that as n→∞,

(h0, y0) ∈ [hmin, hmax]× [ymin, ymax] =⇒ hn → h∗(monotonically), yn ≡ y0.

(We do not present the details here—a general proof is given in the next section.)
Hence, there is a nontrivial, connected, region of initial conditions that produce spu-
rious solutions.

Taking the same function parameters used to produce the fixed point diagrams
above, that is, µ = 0.05, ε = 0.0004, and choosing the error tolerance to be τ =
0.001 = τ̂∗/0.92 gives the fixed stepsize h∗ = τ̂∗/|ε| = 2.025. Figure 4.6 graphs the
results of applying the error-controlled Runge–Kutta method 100 times on the domain
of initial data (h0, y0) ∈ [1, 3]× [2, 4].

There are several features to note in Figure 4.6. First, there are two large regions
of spurious fixed points shown in the left-hand plots. The larger of the two regions
corresponds with where the fixed point diagrams of the two methods overlap. As the
theory predicts, the spurious solution here is equal to the initial value and the stepsize
chosen by the error control mechanism has converged monotonically to h∗ = 2.025.

We also note a second region of spurious solutions for initial data near (h0, y0) =
(3/2, 4). Again the stepsize calculated by the error control algorithm converges to
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h∗ = 2.025. These solutions are produced by another feature of the stepsize selection
algorithm: stepsize rejection. Here a stepsize is rejected because the error estimate
is greater than the specified error tolerance, and a smaller stepsize is then used. The
new stepsize takes the iterates inside the main part of the basin of attraction.

The final feature to notice appears in the right-hand plots of Figure 4.6, where
the stepsize for initial data (h0, y0) = (h, 2) is equal to its initial value. Here, since
y ≡ 2 is a true fixed point, the error estimate is identically zero and in our stepsize
selection algorithm we made the arbitrary choice of keeping the stepsize unchanged.

5. A technique for producing genuine spuriosity. Our aim now is to de-
velop a general technique for constructing stable spurious fixed points that exist for
small τ . (As in the previous section, we consider scalar problems only.) We begin
with an example showing that this goal cannot always be achieved. The ERK for-
mula used in the built-in ode23.m function of MATLAB [11] has coefficients a21 = 1,
a31 = 1/4, a32 = 1/4, b = [1/6, 1/6, 4/6], b̂ = [1/2, 1/2, 0]. Suppose that a fixed
point exists for some function f . We allow f to vary with τ , and we suppose that f
is a C1 function of y and τ . We will denote the fixed point by (h∗, X∗1 ) and let
X∗i = X∗1 + h

∑i−1
j=1 aijf

∗
j : f∗i = f(X∗i ). From (2.3)–(2.4) it follows that

f∗1 + f∗2 + 4f∗3 = 0,
f∗1 + f∗2 = O(τ),

giving X∗3 = X∗1 + h∗(f∗1 + f∗2 )/4 = X∗1 + O(τ). Therefore, by continuity, f∗1 =
f∗3 + O(τ). Since f∗3 = (f∗1 + f∗2 )/4 = O(τ), we find that f(X∗1 ) = O(τ). Hence, the
fixed point cannot be truly spurious.

In general, the equations that a fixed point (h∗, X∗1 ) must satisfy are

X∗2 = X∗1 + h∗a21f
∗
1 ,

X∗3 = X∗1 + h∗a31f
∗
1 + h∗a32f

∗
2 ,

...

X∗s = X∗1 + h∗
s−1∑
j=1

asjf
∗
j ,

(5.1)

along with

b1f
∗
1 + b2f

∗
2 + · · ·+ bsf

∗
s = 0,(5.2)

b̂1f
∗
1 + b̂2f

∗
2 + · · ·+ b̂sf

∗
s = ±τ̂∗/h∗,(5.3)

where τ̂∗ = θqτ for EPS and τ̂∗ = θqτh∗ for EPUS. Generally, any function f for
which f(X∗i ) = f∗i will then give rise to this fixed point. We will concentrate on the
case where f is locally piecewise constant ; that is, f(x) = f∗i for x ∈ Ii, where Ii is a
connected, closed, subinterval containing X∗i . In order for such a function to exist, it
is clearly necessary that X∗i 6= X∗j whenever f∗i 6= f∗j . A more restrictive but simpler
condition is that the X∗i are distinct. We also require f∗1 6= 0 for the fixed point to be
spurious. This motivates the following definition.

DEFINITION. A solution (h∗, {X∗i , f∗i }si=1) of (5.1)–(5.3) is said to be S-acceptable
if {X∗i }si=1 are distinct and f∗1 6= 0.

The next lemma shows that an S-acceptable solution gives rise to a stable spurious
fixed point and provides a lower bound on the size of the basin of attraction.
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LEMMA 5.1. Given an S-acceptable solution to (5.1)–(5.3), then let f be a locally
piecewise constant function satisfying f(x) = f∗i for x ∈ Ii, where the subintervals Ii
are disjoint with X∗i ∈ Ii. Further let

fmax = max
i
{|f∗i |} and δ = min

i
{inf |β| : X∗i + β 6∈ Ii}.(5.4)

(Note, δ can be loosely regarded as the “width” of the subintervals.) Now suppose
that on a particular step we have a numerical solution X̂1 = X∗1 + ε and a stepsize
ĥ = h∗ + γ > 0.

With EPS control, if

|ε|+ |γ|sfmax max
ij
{|aij |} < δ,(5.5)

γ <
h∗(1− θq)

θq
,(5.6)

then the pair (X̂1, ĥ) lies in the basin of attraction of a spurious fixed point. More
precisely, yn = X̂1 for all n and hn converges monotonically to h∗.

With EPUS control, if (5.5) holds, then the pair (X̂1, ĥ) lies in the basin of attrac-
tion of a spurious fixed point. More precisely, yn and hn remain constant for all n.

Proof. The first part of the proof shows that with the constraint (5.5) all the
f(Xi) values remain the same, so that the numerical solution is unchanged at the end
of the step.

We start the step with yn = X̂1 and hn = ĥ. The second stage value is

X̂2 = X̂1 + ĥa21f(X̂1).

Since |ε| < δ we have f(X̂1) = f(X∗1 ), so

X̂2 = X∗1 + ε+ (h∗ + γ)a21f(X∗1 ).

Hence

|X̂2 −X∗2 | ≤ |ε|+ |γ||a21||f(X∗1 )| < δ.

So we have f(X̂2) = f(X∗2 ).
Proceeding by induction, suppose f(X̂j) = f(X∗j ) for j = 1, 2, . . . , i− 1, then

X̂i = X∗1 + ε+ (h∗ + γ)
i−1∑
j=1

aijf(X∗j ).

So,

X̂i −X∗i = ε+ γ
i−1∑
j=1

aijf(X∗j ),

giving

|X̂i −X∗i | ≤ |ε|+ |γ|(i− 1)fmax max
ij
{|aij |} < δ,

so that f(X̂i) = f(X∗i ). Therefore, since
∑s
i=1 bif(X∗i ) = 0, it follows that yn+1 = X̂1.
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The second part of the proof deals with the error control. We must show that
the step will be accepted and the stepsize generated for the next step remains in a
suitable neighborhood of h∗.

Consider EPS control. The error estimate at the fixed point satisfies

êstn+1 =

∣∣∣∣∣h∗
s∑
i=1

b̂if(X∗i )

∣∣∣∣∣ = τ̂∗ = θqτ.

From the first part of the proof, we know that the f(Xi) values are unchanged by the
perturbation, hence the perturbed error estimate satisfies

êstn+1 =

∣∣∣∣∣ (h∗ + γ)
s∑
i=1

b̂if(X∗i )

∣∣∣∣∣ =
(

1 +
γ

h∗

)
τ̂∗.(5.7)

Using τ̂∗ = θqτ , it follows from (5.7) that the condition êstn+1 ≤ τ for an accepted
step reduces to γ ≤ h∗(1− θq)/θq, which is ensured by assumption (5.6).

The new stepsize is

hn+1 = hn

(
τ̂

êstn+1

)1/q

= hn

(
h∗

h∗ + γ

)1/q

= h∗1/q(h∗ + γ)1−1/q.(5.8)

This means that

hn+1 − h∗ = h∗

((
h∗ + γ

h∗

)1−1/q

− 1

)
.(5.9)

We see from (5.8) and (5.9) that
• if γ > 0, then h∗ < hn+1 < hn,
• if γ < 0, then hn < hn+1 < h∗.

In either case, the new stepsize corresponds to a smaller perturbation, with the same
sign. In particular, the conditions (5.5) and (5.6) hold on the next step.

With EPUS control, under the assumption (5.5), the error estimate is independent
of the stepsize. We have

êstn+1 =

∣∣∣∣∣
s∑
i=1

b̂if(X∗i )

∣∣∣∣∣ = θqτ,

and, hence, the step is accepted, and the stepsize remains the same on the next
step.

Our approach is now to construct solutions to (5.1)–(5.3) for small τ . The theorem
above tells us that if h∗ and δ can be bounded away from zero and fmax can be bounded
above, then the basin of attraction will not shrink to zero as τ → 0.

The next result, which is essentially an application of the implicit function theo-
rem, shows that a solution for τ = 0 can be extended to a solution for small τ .

LEMMA 5.2. Suppose that the ERK formulas defining Φ and Ψ in (2.1)–(2.2) are
distinct with order at least one. Then any S-acceptable solution to (5.1)–(5.3) for τ = 0
can be extended to an S-acceptable solution for small τ . Further, the solutions thus
generated depend continuously upon τ .

Proof. Let

B =
[
b1 b2 . . . . . . bs
b̂1 b̂2 . . . . . . b̂s

]
∈ R2×s.(5.10)
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First we prove by contradiction that B has rank two. If rank(B) = 1 then there exists
α ∈ R such that bi = αb̂i for 1 ≤ i ≤ s. But any ERK formula with order at least one
satisfies

∑s
i=1 bi = 1 (see, for example, [10]). Hence, 1 =

∑s
i=1 bi = α

∑s
i=1 b̂i = α,

contradicting the fact that two methods are distinct.
Since B has rank two, there exist indices i and j, with i 6= j, such that[

bi bj
b̂i b̂j

]
is nonsingular. Now regard f∗k for k 6= i, j as fixed. Equations (5.2) and (5.3) become[

bi bj
b̂i b̂j

] [
f∗i
f∗j

]
=
[ −

∑
k 6=i,j bkf

∗
k

±τ̂∗/h∗ −
∑
k 6=i,j b̂kf

∗
k

]
.(5.11)

For definiteness, we will take the plus sign in (5.11). Since the coefficient matrix
is nonsingular, equation (5.11) has a unique solution that is continuous in τ . By
assumption, the solution at τ = 0 gives distinct values for {X∗i }si=1 in (5.1). Hence,
for sufficiently small τ , this distinctness will be preserved.

Next we give conditions under which an S-acceptable solution exists for τ = 0.
LEMMA 5.3. Define B as in (5.10) and let

A =



a21 0 . . . . . . 0

a31 a32 0
. . .

...
...

. . . . . . . . .
...

...
. . . . . . . . . 0

as,1 as,2 . . . . . . as,s−1

 ∈ R
(s−1)×(s−1).

Suppose the system

Bx = 0(5.12)

has a solution x ∈ Rs such that the following hold:
1. x1 6= 0 and {xi}si=2 are distinct and nonzero;
2. letting z = [x1, x2, . . . , xs−1]T , the product Az has distinct, nonzero elements.

Then an S-acceptable solution exists for τ = 0.
Proof. We fix h∗ = X∗1 = 1 and let the solution x define the values {f∗i }si=1.

The constraints (5.2) and (5.3) are then satisfied (for τ = 0). Now the components
of {X∗i }si=2 are given by

X∗1 e+ h∗Az,

where e ∈ Rs−1 is the vector of ones. Since Az has distinct, nonzero elements, the
set {X∗i }si=1 is distinct, and the result is proved.

When the number of stages s is greater than two, (5.12) represents an underde-
termined system of linear equations. We have seen that for the ode23.m pair it is not
possible to construct a suitable solution, but usually when there are more than two
stages, there will be many solutions to Bx = 0 satisfying the required properties. In
particular, if we construct a solution where the X∗i are not distinct, then we can try
perturbing the solution so that the constraints still hold and the X∗i are forced apart.
It would be cumbersome to give a complete formalization of this process, and hence
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in the lemma and theorem below we consider only one choice of perturbation. Despite
this restriction, the conditions required in the lemma are likely to hold for most ERK
formulas, with the exception of those with the first-same-as-last (FSAL) property. A
modified approach that is designed for FSAL formulas is given in [1]. The analysis is
very similar to that given below.

LEMMA 5.4. Suppose the matrix[
bs−1 bs
b̂s−1 b̂s

]
is nonsingular. Let [

α
β

]
= −

[
bs−1 bs
b̂s−1 b̂s

]−1 [
b1
b̂1

]
.(5.13)

Then, if the set {ai,1}s−1
i=2 ∪{as,1 +as,s−1α} contains elements that are all distinct and

nonzero, an S-acceptable solution can be constructed for τ = 0.
Proof. Fix h∗ = 1. Take any solution to (5.12). (In particular, we could use the

solution x = 0.) Set f∗i = xi and X∗1 = 1. If the resulting X∗i in (5.1) are distinct
and f∗1 6= 0 then we are done. If not, then perturb f∗i to f∗i + ε∗i for i = 1, s − 1, s.
For the constraints (5.2) and (5.3) to hold for τ = 0, we require[

bs−1 bs
b̂s−1 b̂s

] [
εs−1
εs

]
= −ε1

[
b1
b̂1

]
.(5.14)

By construction from (5.13) we can write[
εs−1
εs

]
= ε1

[
α
β

]
.(5.15)

Now the effect of the perturbations is to change the X∗i values in (5.1) according to

X∗i 7→ X∗i + h∗ai,1ε1 for 2 ≤ i ≤ s− 1,(5.16)
X∗s 7→ X∗s + h∗(as,1ε1 + as,s−1εs−1).(5.17)

From (5.15) we may write (5.17) as

X∗s 7→ X∗s + h∗ε1(as,1 + as,s−1α).(5.18)

Since {ai,1}s−1
i=2 ∪ {as,1 + as,s−1α} are distinct and nonzero, it follows from (5.16)

and (5.18) that we can choose ε1 such that {X∗i }si=1 are distinct. (As ε1 is varied, equa-
tions (5.16) and (5.18) describe nonparallel straight lines, and we must avoid points
of intersection. Therefore, there is only a finite number of unsuitable ε1 values.)

Note that for the ode23.m coefficients we have α = −1 and so as,1 + as,s−1α =
1/4− 1/4 = 0, confirming that the technique above cannot be used.

Combining our results leads to the following theorem.
THEOREM 5.1. Suppose that the ERK formulas defining Φ and Ψ in (2.1)–(2.2)

are distinct with order at least one. Suppose further that the conditions required for
Lemma 5.4 hold.

Then, for any sufficiently small τ , it is possible to construct a locally piecewise
constant function f (depending upon τ) such that the ERK algorithm produces a
spurious fixed point for all (h0, y0) in a nonempty region B(τ). Further, the area
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of B(τ) remains O(1) as τ → 0. The spurious solution has yn ≡ y0, and the values f∗i
taken by the constant pieces of f converge to finite limits as τ → 0. Within B(τ) for
EPS control hn → 1 monotonically and for EPUS control hn ≡ h0.

Proof. Lemma 5.4 guarantees that an S-acceptable solution (h∗, {X∗i , f∗i }si=1)
exists for τ = 0 with h∗ = 1 and X∗1 = 1. Lemma 5.2 then guarantees that an S-
acceptable solution exists for sufficiently small τ , with f∗i varying continuously with τ .

Now, since f∗i and hence X∗i in (5.1) depend continuously upon τ , the quanti-
ties fmax and δ in (5.4) also depend continuously upon τ . Since δ is bounded away
from zero at τ = 0, there exist positive constants τ∗, K, k > 0 such that

fmax ≤ K and δ > k for all τ ∈ (0, τ∗].

It then follows that the constraints (5.5) and (5.6) define a region that does not shrink
to zero as τ → 0. For example, ε and γ satisfying

|ε| ≤ k/3, |γ| ≤ 1
3

min{k/(sK max
ij
{|aij |}), (1− θq)/θq}

are valid for all τ ∈ (0, τ∗].
We remark that in practice the stepsize-changing formula (1.8) may be modified

by the imposition of a maximum stepsize and constraints on the ratio of successive
steps. However, it is clear that this does not impact Theorem 5.1.

We illustrate this theory on the RKF45 pair of Fehlberg [10, p. 185]. We use
the higher-order formula to advance the solution with EPS control and with q = 5
and θ = 0.8 in (1.8). This agrees with the implementation of RKF45 in MATLAB’s
ode45.m function [11]. The conditions of Lemma 5.4 hold, and choosing x = 0, ε1 = 20
leads to well-separated X∗i values. We can use i = s − 1, j = s in Lemma 5.2, and
taking τ = 10−10 for the tolerance gives the values

X∗ =


1
6

2.88
18.6
41.6
−8.1

 , f∗ =


20
0
0
0

11.57407407391024
−7.893518519329516

 .

(The fixed point is not sensitive to small changes in X∗i , hence we do not give these
values high precision.) It follows that we can take Ii = [X∗i − δ,X∗i + δ], with δ = 1/2
and fmax = 20 in (5.4). The RKF45 pair has s = 6 and max{|aij |} = 8. Hence
applying Lemma 5.1, it follows that h0 = 1 + γ, y0 = 1 + ε will lead to an iteration
for which yn ≡ y0 (spurious) and hn → 1 (monotonically) whenever

|γ| < 1
2× 6× 20× 8

=
1

1920
, |ε| < 1

2
− (6× 20× 8)|γ| = 1

2
− 960|γ|.

This has been confirmed numerically.
An analogous technique designed for FSAL pairs has been used to create spurious

solutions with the DOPRI(5,4) pair [10, p. 186] of Dormand and Prince; see [1] for
details.

6. Conclusions. Solving an initial value ODE system is often part of a more
complicated problem, and an adaptive ODE solver is frequently used as a “black-
box” whose output is fed, unmonitored, into another algorithm. For this reason it
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is important to know what guarantees can be made about the numerical solution.
In this work we have examined the potential for spurious fixed points. The results
are couched in terms of the accuracy parameter τ used in the ODE solver, and they
apply to all widely used local error control and stepsize selection algorithms for explicit
Runge–Kutta formulas.

Our main result is positive. When standard local error control is used, the chance
of encountering spurious fixed points is extremely small. For general systems of ODEs,
the constraints imposed by the error control criterion make spurious fixed points ex-
tremely unlikely. For scalar problems, however, the mechanism by which the algorithm
succeeds is indirect—spurious fixed points are not removed, but those that exist are
forced, by the stepsize selection mechanism, to be locally repelling (with the relevant
eigenvalues behaving like O(1/τ)). More precisely, there is a hierarchy of unfortunate
behavior:

1. The adaptive method admits a spurious fixed point.
2. The adaptive method admits a stable, spurious fixed point.
3. The adaptive method admits a stable, spurious fixed point with a significant

basin of attraction.
In section 2, we argued that level one behavior is not uncommon in the scalar case.
Spurious fixed points arise, generically, whenever the fixed stepsize spurious fixed
point branches of the individual formulas intersect. However, level two is unlikely to
arise; Theorem 3.1 shows that, for small τ , all but a pathological class of cases can
be ruled out. In particular, only branches that intersect tangentially can produce
stable fixed points. Even when a stable, spurious, fixed point exists the eigenvalues of
the Jacobian are likely to become large away from a small neighborhood of the fixed
point. Hence, level three behavior, which is the most practically significant scenario,
is extremely unlikely.

It is possible though, in general, to construct ODEs for which an adaptive ERK
method will behave badly. Sections 4 and 5 show how this can be done using a
locally piecewise constant function f in the initial value problem (1.1). Since the
disjoint pieces can be connected in any manner f can be made arbitrarily smooth.
Hence, smoothness of f alone is not sufficient to guarantee that spurious behavior will
be eliminated. These examples highlight the worst-case behavior of adaptive ERK
methods.
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